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Ritual Resolution

In traditional Asian art the painted or carved icons are not idealizations or ideals in any mun-
dane, empirical sense but only in an mathematical one. They rely on an inner coherence, a pre-
sumed deep, archetypal structure of the mind for their coherence; almost invariably it is this
quality of intelligibility, not resemblance or realistic likeness that comes through. Yantras are
pictograms of a deity, not related except by coincidence to more worldly known and common
entities; likewise mantras are audio representations of divine sound.  

As Ananda Coomaraswamy has written, “The parts of an icon are not organically related, for it
is not contemplated that they should function biologically, but ideally related, being the required
component parts of a given type of activity stated in terms of the visible and tangible medium.
This does not mean that the various parts are not related, or that the whole is not a unity, but
that the relation is mental rather than functional.”1 In Upanishads objects in space are referred
to as colored areas, since the concept of space is recognized as a conventional, mental category.2

At its best, this is an art of manifestation, what Coomaraswamy refers to a “continuous condi-
tion,” for the dance of Shiva takes place not merely at Cidambaram or Taraka Forest, but in the
heart of the worshipper. The goal is that the finally presented, externalized art-object be as
indistinguishable from the inner vision as possible. The highest artistic practitioners will create
items so that the viewer sees not just recognizable versions, mirrors of his or her own projec-
tions, but sees without distinction of inner and outer, without duality. This recognition of being
implies, in Upanishads as in much Christian Scholasticism or Islamic philosophy, that ultimate-
ly art disappears in this merging; in the Indian Vedanta the seer, seen and the process of seeing
dissolve¸ into an undivided, ectastic One.  In this process of the art’s disappearing act God is
seen as the ultimate artist.  

Shiva Nataraja, 8th Century Cholo Bronze, India, collection of the Nelson
Atkins Museum of Art, Kansas City, Missouri.
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If much Western art since the Renaissance has been dominated by the perspectival window, and
arrested by events in another, diachronic frame (this time everyday and historical), Asian art has
typically represented the image that exists only in the mind and heart of the artist and viewer.
Perhaps it is fortuituous that when the growth of cyperspace, new information technologies and
various forms of virtual reality (theories and practices) crash centuries of Western European
objectivism’s compulsivity and control, a second Renaissance of meeting the East comes into
play. One of the boldest recognitions of this has come from the new cognitivism, those psychol-
ogists who have helped breach and intitiate a third wave in the history of cybernetics. As
Francisco J. Varela, Evan Thompson, and Eleanor Rosch write in The Embodied Mind, the
rediscovery of Asian philosophy, especially Buddhism, has at least the potential to become as
important as was the excavation and revival of Greek thought during the earlier European
Renaissance. The crucial advantage this has over the previous renaissance is that the transmis-
sion comes through living (if often exiled) communities, not through isolated textual fragments
of a bygone civilization.3 For those scientists Buddhist non-dualism, and the pragmatic, experi-
ential phenomenology and self-investigation of mindfulness meditation helps bridge areas of
recent findings in cognitive psychology with openings in Western philosophy that may provide
more coherent groundings for perspectives on body, mind, and experience. 

Contemporary art and architecture’s play in virtuality and notions of the virtual through the dig-
ital paradoxically revives the relevance of more ancient cosmologies and belief systems, as part
of a growing, overwhelming synergy where Buddhist psychology and perspectives have an
urgent importance, where the arms of Shiva are seen anew. This virtuality often has little to do
with ‘virtual reality’ strictly speaking where sights and sounds of the familiar mundane world
are reproduced artificially, but rather it partakes of and seeks to define the protean, flexible,
ever-changing, transformative structural nature of the myriad realities which compose the
‘world.’ For his definition of the ‘virtual’ Gilles Deleuze relied on a line from Proust about
states of being that are “Real without being actual, ideal without being abstract.” 4 The virtual 

is differentiated from the merely possible in that the virtual is part of immanent, active, actual
forces, rather than an abstract possibility based on or reliant upon a transcendent form. The vir-
tual, Deleuze emphasizes, is fully real insofar as it is virtual. “The virtual must be defined
strictly as part of the real object — as though the object had one part of itself in the virtual into
which it plunged as though into an objective dimension.” 5

Artificial Sculpture,
view from the ancillary
installation showing the
computer work station and
its projection in the main
installation. The Fourth
Element and Fifth Element
of the installation are visi-
ble as are their continuation
into the ancillary installa -
tion.
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Michael Rees’ Artificial Sculpture plunges into the heart of the
conundrums of these issues with what now becomes digitally-
based social sculpture, his insistence that any number can play.
At first glance this new series is only tangentially related to his
other exhibitions of discrete sculptures, though similarly designed
with CAD programs and produced through rapid prototyping
manufacture. In earlier works Rees almost seamlessly plumbed
and combined the psychosexual concerns of his psyche with his
formal design innovations and pursuits. Creating what he called a
“random palimpsest” 6 of recombinatory forms of human and non-
human organs and anatomies combed from both the Western and
Eastern imaginations, Rees was a digital Archimboldo presenting
startling fusions on the threshold of the 21st century. With rapid
prototyping technology, Rees claimed that industry again reaches
“this Pygmalion point: creation by imagination.” Rees was using a
mass production technology to explore disturbing¸ arenas of fan-
tasies of artificial reproduction; in some works spinal columns
connected energetic structures, in another a uterus sat in a human
skull. While invariably using contradictory ‘objective’ systems for
mapping the body, juxtaposing the mythic and the scientific and
exploiting the often hazy line of demarcation between them, Rees
was also plumbing his own psyche and investigating the male
unconscious and sexuality in a manner few have. Much like the
typical scientific worker, Rees was masking his personal obses-
sions and drives in the guise of intellectual, ‘objective’ correla-
tions of model making.  Unlike the science worker, consciously
so. Keeping in mind the classical definition of yoga as “dexterity in action,” 7 perhaps it is not
so far afield to see this part of Rees’ body of work as meditative purging and projection, not just
modeling, a working through of nearly infinite maps of experience that finds a traditional corol-
lary in the goals of ritual religious art; Rees was updating for the digital age Dante’s maxim that
“Who paints a figure, if he cannot be it, cannot draw it.” 8

It was the extraordinary fluidity of codes and languages between second, third and fourth
dimensions made possible by CAD programs that caused Rees to leave “hands on” sculpture
behind. While making a jarring, personal art out of mass production technology (rapid prototyp-
ing is typically used in the aerospace, automobile, medical and toy industries), Rees was also
aware of the enormous social consequences of the potential mass audience for user-designed
objects and alterable tools made possible by many of the new digital and information technolo-
gies. Technologies which make a century’s worth of development in mass or flexible production
and management techniques in consumer control and marketing redundant and obsolete. It is
now a cliche to discuss how digitilization challenges commodification in many different
spheres, yet the discussion is too often pinioned to the issue of corporate commercialization and
encroachment upon the largely gift culture of the World Wide Web, and not to the larger ques-
tion which opens a veritable Pandora’s box. How can a civilization economically and socially
based on the value of labor-time continue to be viable when, given the vast storehouse of

Ajna Spine 111, 1998. Height 20”.
Selective Laser Sintering, SLS.  
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knowledge and applied knowledge that is available and operative to one’s fingertips in the com-
puterized information economy, that standard of value has become nonsense? It is a question
Rees and his work are increasingly drawn to via not only his use of a flexible design-technolo-
gy for exploring his inner recesses ultimately produced through a mass means, but also now in
Artificial Sculpture through his opening up of this process onto larger fields of inquiry, inspired
in part by the achievements in conceptual art.  These fields are only apparently conflicting,
almost endlessly mutable, folds within folds.  

In his talk before the Paris Senate at Palais de Luxembourg in George Clemenceau Hall,9 Rees
noted the crucial example of Joseph Kosuth’s One Chair and Three Chairs (1965), composed
of a chair, an image of a chair, and the word chair with its dictionary definition. For Rees these
permutations can be extended almost indefinitely through chemical composition, geometrical or
architectural postulates, using ‘additive’ means to further expand the layers of complexity
involved in Kosuth’s original Wittgensteinian problematic. As Rees proposes expanding this

conceptual art paradigm through applying to it the
Mandelbrot Set, this expansion is in fact an potentially infini-
tizing, fractal explosion that yet can also yield a finite result
with each application; the alternatives can be the creation or
discovery of viable phenomena or their fading away into
entropy and nothingness, white light or black holes.10 One
way of defining the Mandelbrot Set is as a collection of
points where every point on the complex plane resides either
in or out of the set depending on a fairly simple arithematical
iteration. Take the complex number, multiply it by itself and
then add the original number; by repeating this process, if the
number runs into infini-

ty the number does not belong to the set; if it is finite it
does. Kosuth’s One Chair and Three Chairs is a work
used to plumb the linguistic, semiotic nature of “art.” By
introducting this notion of the Mandelbrot Set as perpetual
iteration into this model of conceptual art, Rees is making
the model more like many other feedback loops of the
daily world from ordinary communication to the mass
media to the resolution of a laboratory experiment. He
suggests not so much the testing of the concept of “art” as
using artistic means to test “reality” in other, broader sens-
es. Kosuth used to say that “the value of particular artists
after Duchamp could be weighed according to how much
they questioned the nature of art, which is another way of saying what they added to the nature
of art.” 11 By landing his expotential, potentially infinite iterations in the field of digital art-mak-
ing while raising the issues of “artificial intelligence” and “artificial life” Rees is placing the
matter in an eminently social domain. In this perspective Kosuth remains a late Modernist artist
still trapped in questioning the oracle. There are numerous ironies involved with Rees’ citation
of Kosuth in the original Three Chairs piece, even the photo of the chair is by someone other
than the artist, and the chair definition is a photostat from the dictionary, so nowhere is the

One Chair and Three Chairs, Joseph 
Kosuth, 1965.

Typical represntation of a Mandelbrot Set.
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fabled hand of the artist in evidence. Kosuth often liked to
stress the peculiar kind of potential or inherent democracy in
conceptual art. In his 1966-69 Thesaurus series, for exam-
ple, Kosuth wrote, “The new work is not connected with any
previous object — it’s accessible to as many people as are
interested.” In all events, “the immateriality of the work is
stressed.” 12

In his Artificial Sculpture exhibit, Rees presents us with rhi-
zome Y-branches with program designed protuberances, can-
tilevered out at different lengths, angles, and weights from a
constructed wall in all their density of traditional sculpture,
juxtaposing them to the floating computer design grid on the
facing wall which produced the pieces. Rees exposes here
the false facility with which we compare the “virtual” and
the “actual,” our slippery construction of the “real.” The
hierarchical, vertical structural nature of the computer is jux-
taposed with its decentralizing, horizontal rhizomic branches

in physical installation in what becomes a kind of literalized metaphor. In a social reality domi-
nated by virtual structures, Rees tosses the viewer into this whirl of language-games, a ludic
and multi-leveled artistic interpretation of Derrida’s oft-quoted statement that “there is nothing
outside of the text.” 13 With the rhizome-branches connected past the false wall to the construct-
ed plumbing pipes in the rear that apparently lead off open-endingly to numerous, maybe even
infinite networks, Rees refers to the
gallery itself as a chosen theatrical
site. (The gallery site and the gallery
system withstood a sustained wave of
assault that began in the early 60s.
Brian O’Doherty in his classic Inside
the White Cube dates this confronta-
tion from 1964 to 1976,14 only to
stand even stronger in the decades
which followed. Rees seems to sug-
gest the packaging and neutral white
space of the objet d’art needs to be
questioned again in light of today’s
social and technological environ-
ment.) Thus Rees quietly inserts him-
self in the tradition of conceptualism’s
interrogation of the site of art’s dis-
play and distribution (which has been the work of a host of artists including but limited to
Smithson, Flavin, Graham, Andre, Acconci, Kosuth, Matta-Clark, Beuys, Asher and Byars).  

There is a ghost in this machine. The Sculptural User Interface (SUI) located behind the con-
structed wall plays off of a series of linguistic commands allowing viewers to create various

Artificial Sculpture,
the ancillary installation.

Sculptural User Interface®
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sculptures and sculptural parts and configurations depending on the letters and words they type
into the interface. The SUI may be in an early stage, what Rees calls “quite primitive,” yet it
demonstrates in an emphatic manner the social and interconnective creativity afforded by digital
technologies and the ramifications of an ever expotentially growing power of immaterial intelli-
gence. Rees’ collaborator, the artist and designer Chris Burnett, describes it as an “abstract
machine for the production of virtual bodies.” 15 Typing vowels produces anatomies, whereas
soft consonants produce bodies and hard consonants connectors between them. This randomiz-
ing and hybridized production is one way of dramatizing the tremendous nonlinear processes at
work, overwhelming what Burnett describes as the virtual “cartoon bodies” of a previous
assembly line, “capitalist whimsy” of “mechanized fantasy.” The SUI bridges the mechanical
and the cybernetic. Its rule-based linguistics gives rise to fantastic combinations that are per-
haps no less satirical or pataphysical than the actu¸al scientific experiments that have grown
human ears on the back of mice. So the SUI is a demonstration in virtual mapping, an immedi-
ate, instant materialization of language into a sculptural form or body, at once an illustration of
‘can do’American pragmatism and wry social commentary.  Rees’ problem seems located
somewhere between the project of Artificial Intelligence with its goal of producing within a
machine an intelligence comparable to or indistinguishable from the human and artificial life.
He rethinks this paradigm by considering the machine (with its own particular pathways to
intelligence) as the model for the human, not the other way around.16 He also not so subtly
points to the necessity for artists, in this electronic, intermedia age of proliferating technology,
to learn how to manipulate code. For Rees this is the lodestone. In this, he carries out a similiar
function as John Maeda in his Design for Numbers, where a sophisticated tutorial is presented,
showing designers and artists how to create a set of vocabulary and tools, a creative syntax only
recognizable by digital means. Computer programming is demystified and made accessible.
For his part, Maeda looks forward to a future where “computational media could eventually
present the rare opportunity to express a conceptual art that is not polluted by textual or other
visual representation.  This exciting future is at least a decade or two away.” 17 It is within this
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project of the code-forming digital artist that Rees brings up quandaries of artificial intelligence
and reproduction, helping to reveal how these processes reverberate throughout the social and
political economy at any number of critical levels. 

Marx foresaw a point where the forces of value accumulated through the “general productive
forces of the social brain” would reach a point where “the value objectified in machinery
appears as a presupposition against which the value-creating power of the individual labor
capacity is an infintesimal, vanishing magnitude.”  Nowhere is this more true than in the
increasingly computerized, interlinked workplaces of today. Where the factory-mode of produc-
tion becomes generalized and begins to incorporate various previous occupants of a putative
public sphere such as academia. This quality of labor, thinkers such as Antonio Negri and
Michael Hardt have claimed, “to an ever greater extent, is tending toward immaterial labor —
intellectual, affective, and techno-scientific labor, the labor of the cyborg.” 19 These labor net-
works of the cyborg are “immediately social,” and challenge the constrictive channels of labor
appropriation that have to date withstood all resistance.20 In a deceptively playful step, Rees’
mirrored digital processes of creation lays bare a host of crises — social, economic, aesthetic
— concerning the notion of ‘value.’ The extraordinary challenge and threat of human creativity
in the “virtual” digitalized age may be more apparent in debates surrounding artificial reproduc-
tion or genetic engineering, but Rees manages to limn most of its perimeters here, in a perme-
able membrane and network that has nested out of conceptual art. 

Rees is reformulating the sense of what it means to call oneself an “artist,” to make “art” after
decades of simulation, deconstruction, and multiculturalism. Indicative of this body of work,
Rees recently was asked after a lecture if he preferred to be a scientist. The convergence of
engineering, linguistics, computer science and software programming, conceptual art history
and old-fashioned sculptural know-how (in Artificial Sculpture Rees also reverts to and makes

Installation view
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use of molds and hand-casted processes) among other disciplines in this redefinition paradoxi-
cally returns us to the Renaissance studio, medieval guild, or much later, to the Bauhaus work-
shops at the origin of modernism. It also points to an innovative way forward from the terminus
of that modernism, if we think of Andy Warhol’s leveling of not only hierarchies of representa-
tional styles and means, but also, at least in many of the early works, the hierarchy of who is
depicted. Warhol’s transference and application of industrial processes to high art still shocks
many today. Whereas Warhol’s experiment with blurring commercial and high art distinctions
used mechanical means of reproduction already at least a century old, Rees’ is more immediate-
ly confronting the art community on the precipice of a rapidly digitalized society. Inspired in
part by the open source movement on the Internet, Rees is carrying out for the digital era
Beuys’ injunction to see art as a communicative, reciprocal activity of research, a process Beuys
described variously as “social sculpture” or “social architecture,” that “will only reach fruition
when every living person becomes a creator, a sculptor or architect of the social organism.” 21

Rees’ marriage of digital social sculpture to virtual demonstrations intensifies critical questions
of the personal and social imaginary and dramatically links Rees to a new Baroque convolution
in vision and style.22 This is not just because, as the art historian and philosopher Christine
Buci-Glucksman claims, that the Baroque already thinks and displays the otherness that is in
the heart of questions of artistic modernity;.23 Or as the astute Cuban novelist and critic Severo
Sarduy explained, much of the Baroque, while based on dominant, logocentric religious para-
digms, also managed to distance itself and play off of those paradigms with a “loss of thread,”
an artifice that spiralled out of control, destabilizing those same dominant hierarchies.24 In the
near chaotic vectors and the metaphorical “foundational space” of the Baroque, Sarduy found
the same “symbolic space . . . postulated by contemporary astronomy” with its ever-expanding
Big Bang.25 Much of contemporary art, having increasingly lost its autonomous definition, is
symptomatic of a similiar “loss of thread” when it articulates relationships well beyond the
familiar 20th century dualisms of program/chaos, figure/ground, realism/abstraction, or indeed
art/science. It is an environment where a description, such as Rees’ of his earlier prototypical
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sculptures that provided the basis for the recent Artificial Sculpture as “quite the opposite of
abstraction and yet extremely abstract,” 26 is entirely apropo. As Buci-Glucksman has recog-
nized, these new relationships and this new artistic development doesn’t represent a radical
“break” with a Modernist past, that after all includes Klee’s lines, Smithson’s entropy-art and
Pollock’s inverted spaces, and links it, above all, with the imaginary of the historical Baroque,
and its “mathematics of infinity (knots, spirals, undulations, interlaced design, vectors and
folds).” 27

With Artificial Sculpture Rees questions and problematizes the broadest social field, while
never leaving an immediate and intimate terrain of cognition and the body, perception and lan-
guage. He poses in an uncanny, not humorless, fashion questions that often lie just above or
below consciousness. In this latest exhibition, that was in many ways a deeply personal, medita-
tive art, he flips over into dynamic social sculpture for the digital age. From deep within the
intricacies of Computer-Aided Design and the interiority of increasingly protean and indefin-
able modes of conceptual and postconceptual art, Rees has begun to ask the same questions as
cognitive science and third-wave cybernetics. More than a putative democratization of knowl-
edge and skill, or a pataphysical display of hubris, in Artificial Sculpture Rees’ language-
become-body asks if the set of the virtual “self” is an empty one. Rees poses the questions of
Mary Catherine Bateson in Our Own Metaphor, where she concludes that we can only perceive
the world indirectly and via language. We know this since we ourselves are the metaphor for
the world’s complexity and structure.28

Using the platform conceptual art has prepared, Rees brackets the groundless “computational
universe,” which realizes “the cybernetic dream of creating a world in which humans and intel-
ligent machines can both feel at home.  That equality derives from the view that not only our
world but the great cosmos itself is a vast computer and that we are the programs that it 
runs.” 29 As Rees reflects, “regardless of the media used . . . one has a persistent feeling that one
is in possession of something ‘real’ yielded from the ritual of creating art or intelligence.” 30

Perhaps what is most “real” is the emptiness (sunyata) of the ground Rees has cleared away, in
a work which radiates out, like the arms of Shiva, in so many different directions. 
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